
 

 

CHANDLER H.S. – KNOX GIFTED ACADEMY 

ACE PROGRAM 

To meet the needs of our future students currently enrolled 

in one of our feeder elementary schools, Knox Gifted 

Academy, the Accelerated Curriculum Enrichment (ACE) 

Program was developed.  The ACE Program allows students 

that demonstrate a passion for extended learning in the areas of Science, Engineering and 

the Arts to explore advanced ideas and skills. Knox Gifted Academy students participate in 

guided inquiry activities designed and led by Chandler High School IB/AP Faculty.   
 

 

 Approximately 60 students, 4th through 6th grade, are selected from Knox Gifted 

Academy for this program each semester. 

 Students attend a two hour session every other week at Chandler High School for the 

duration of a semester. 

 Students utilize high school facilities and resources in their inquiry activities. 

 IB/AP high school students from each discipline work as guides with ACE Program 

students during their visits. 

The following opportunities are being offered during the fall 2016 semester … 

SCIENCE: Sleuthing a Chemistry “Whodunit” - Investigation of a Chemical Spill. 

 Acting as forensic scientists, students are challenged with determining the cause of the 

mysterious deaths of fish in the local river and the wildlife that depend upon it. 

 Forensic chemical tests (Ink chromatography, flame test, fingerprint developing, 

luminol test, and pH test) are performed by students on samples collected from the 

river in question, surrounding soils, and dead fish. 

 Students form hypotheses, make observations, consider positive and negative controls, 

use results to reach conclusions, and communicate those results.  

ART: Discovering the Basic Principles and Techniques of Visual Art. 

 Through Drawing and Painting students explore how to create dimension on a two-

dimensional picture plane using value and building drawing skills.   

 Elements and Principles of Design, and how they play a role in each project and 

composition, are revealed in projects including Line Design, Linear Perspective, Self-

Portrait, Fabric Study, or Still-Life. 

 The color wheel is investigated through the application of techniques used with Colored 

Pencils, Watercolors, or Acrylic Paints.  

ROBOTICS: Designing, Building and Programing Robots 

 Lego Mindstorm Robots are used to explore the engineering design process. 

 Students build and then redesign robots as necessary to complete simple tasks.   

 Programing skills are learned, and then honed, as they write programs for the robot, 

including the use of sensors. 

 Subsequent to learning the basics of design, building, and programming students are 

invited to test their new skills by programing their robots to successfully move through 

specific and varied challenges. 


